Absbacf-In this paper we explore a control architechire that eau implement active queue management and transport mcontrol.
factor p and buntiness factor 7, are nsed to characterize queueing congestion state Consequently, two information hits we generated to guide the sender's adaptation of traffic intensity and hurstiness. lkansport contml is achieved through the eumhination ofa window and a tokeu bucket that can respond to 1 he twobit feedback properly. Preliminary simulation study shows that this architecture can easily achievea specified throughput and constrain both queueing delay and delay jitter within specified hounds.
(or second-order behavior). In this paper, we present the principles behind this control architecture and test its control benefits through simulation. Preliminary results show that the system can yield a higher throughput while maintaining smaller delays and delay jiner than when only one loop, such as ploop, exists.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 11 and 111 present the two components of our control architecture and their algorithms. Section IV presents ns-2 simulation results. We conclude in Section V with comments on future work. REM [7] and ERICA [SI for ABR ATM. Traffic adjustment in A. "ti~iza'ion Factor a control scheme can be either window-based, as for 'rcp, or To measure real-time p (= X/p by definition), we set an obrated-based, as in ERICA. The performance of these schemes servation time window U. The measured p is the average within and similar ones has been extensively investigated by means of the time period d. In this paper, we explore an architecture that can realize queue management and transport control functionalities with
Ebm 5 p,@.
(1) -two decoupled control loops, so it can implement both traffic intensity and burstiness controls simultaneously and hdependently. The queue management algorithm uses two parametersthe link utilization factor o and a so-called burstiness factor n Therefore, if pnf < 1, the ploop control tends to break up long busy periods into smaller ones that are of the order of pr.td. We recommend that w be chosen of the order of the queue buffer drainage time.
(see Section 11-B for definition) to characterize queuing state, and generates two bits of feedback information (pbil and 1)-bit) to indicate congestion. We call this mechanism TwoDimensional Queue Management (TDQM). Transport control is performed through the combination of a window and a token bucket that can not only achieve reliable delivery, but also decouple receiver buffer protection fiom rate control, and from burstiness control.
The two loops @-loop and r)-loop) are designed to control different aspects of networking systems. The ploop is used to maintain system stability and robustness (or first-orda. behavior), while the 1)-loop is used to control high frequency variations in either traffic intensity or system transient performance
B. Burstiness Factor
Let V ( t ) be the queueing delay. An instance V ( t ) o f a busy period is shown in Figure 1 , in which ti and bi are the start time and the span time of this busy period, respectively. 1) is defined
as:
Equation ( 2 ) shows that 1) (5 1) is the ratio between the area under the V ( t ) and that of the dotted triangle shown in Figure I .
Let q = & Ji:+b' V(t)dt be the average of V ( t ) in this busy period. Equation (2) can be simplified as 1) = ZF/bi. 
A. ConrrolModel
The current flow control model of TCP is a mono-window Therefore, another way to look at (2) is that it expresses the model. In the mono-window model, a single window is used to double of the growth rate of the average queue in this busy pe-play three roles: nod.
q has the following characteristics: Since r) chiracterizes the growth rate of the average queue in a busy period, it is only related to high-order traffic statistics.
. Since p is determined only by first-order traffic statistics, q and p are independent. Consequently, the two control loops are decoupled.
. Both r) and p are dimensionless, and change in the same range of [0, I]. We assume V ( t ) has been normalized by the link speed.
. For the extreme bursty case, such as when all packets served in the same busy period arrive at the same time, we have q + 1, while for the smoothest case, such as when the packets are evenly scattered in the busy period, we then have q + 0, implying that q can somehow monotonically indicate the hurstiness of arrivals.
In practice, we define a minimum value 8. Only when the length of a busy period is larger than 6 will it invoke the calculation of q. Tmy busy periods are merged together, and treated as a single artificial busy period. When the time scale of the artificial one > 6,a round of q calculation is then launched.
C. Packer Marking Scheme
TDQM marks the packet header with two hits (called phit and q-bit, respectively). The marking scheme is similar to RED. A general algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
As in RED, the TDQM scheme needs the support of filter algorithms to calculate p, vj, Pp and P,,. These algorithms are very similar to that used in RED [SI. Due to space limitations, we do not repeat them here.
Ill. TRANSPORT CONTROL
In this section, we present a skeleton design of a transport control protocol, which can adjust both the sending rate and the bursthess of traffic with the aid of TDQM.
. tracking the sent data to achieve reliability . receiver buffer protection . network congestion control
There is some inefficiency with the mono-window model. First, the TCP sender uses the retumed ACKs as a "clock" to step forward and open up the control window [I]. The idealized stable state scenario behind the original design of the TCP flow control is that each ACK serves as a signal to indicate that a packet bas been safely delivered to the receiver, and the huffer within the network used to hold this packet is emptied (or more precisely, a unit of the network pipe is empty). Each new ACK warrants the sender to inject a new packet into the network. Therefore, the mono-window model actually accomplishes buffer resource control. With the growth in scale and usage of computer networks, network buffers are heavily shared by huge number of various flows that are statistically multiplexed together. The dynamics and the hurstiness of the merged traffic have broken the idealized stable state scenario of the TCP flow controlLa new ACK cannot guarantee the existence of empty buffer in the network. In this situation, it may he desirable to tune the control mechanism from the current precise ACK-clocking to a statistical ACK-clocking, meaning that each new ACK may not necessarily and immediately clock a new packet into the network, but rather certain statistical congestion measurements derived or explicitly piggybacked by ACKs may preferably he used to adapt the sender behavior.
Second, since the receiver buffer state is independent of the network congestion state, the functionalities for buffer protection and network congestion control should be decoupled from each other. An ideal flow control model should he able to respond to different state changes independently. The monowindow model lacks the flexibility to decouple the control functionalities, and jeopardizes the control efficiency under some conditions. To overcome the inefficiency of mono-window control model, a dual-window control model, which decouples receiver buffer protection from congestion control, was first introduced in 1131.
Although the dual-window model decouples the receiver buffer state and network congestion state, it is still not sufficient enough to use a single window to track network congestion state changes. The reason is that, the congestion could be caused by either traffic intensity or traffic burstiness, which may not be easily distinguished by single window. To overcome this inefficiency and harmonize with TDQM, we propose a new control model as below.
Our control model is illustrated in Figure 3 . This model maintains twocontrol windows (Wb and W,) and a token bucket (TB). Wb plays two control roles: tracking the sent data to achieve reliability and protecting the receiver buffer. W,, a vimal window controlling the generating rate of tokens to TB, is adapted by the pbit of TDQM. The TB has a capacity limit (T,) on its stored tokens (the maximum number of tokens that can be found in the bucket at any time). When the number of stored tokens in the bucket reaches T,, further tokens will be discarded (token oveflow). T, is adapted by the rpbit of TDQM, therefore, T. essentially controls the burstiness of the sender. Also in this figure, TDQM is responsible for marking packets when necessary based on congestion states. If a packet is marked with either or both of the bits, the receiver will echo them back in the following ACK packet.
B. Operation and Pmperry
The operation ofthe control model is briefly described below.
Interested readers may refer to [I41 for details.
Criteria for Packet Output: A packet is sent only if its sequence number (P,) falls in window W, and TB is not (empty.
Each packet consumes a token from TB. Wb Adaptation: Always set to receiver buffer sue, as explicitly communicated as being available by the receiver. The token generation rate can be proportional to, but not necessarilyequal to; WP/ETT,le aving one more degree of freedom in adapting the sending rate (see the discussion in next section).
C. Token Generation
In order to mimic TCP behavior, the rate of the token generation process is designed to be adaptively proportional to Wp/RTT, which has the dimension ofpacket/second. Figure 4 shows a general algorithm for token generation. reschedule the token-generation timer at rand As shown in this algorithm the rate can be adjusted by varying g. If g > 1, then the rate will be less than WJRTT, implying less aggressive than normal TCP. This feature is very useful especially when the router is so nearly full that each flow's fair share is less than one packet per round-trip time. By choosing g > 1, the sender can decrease the rate to less than one token per round-trip time. Conversely, if g < 1, the sender will be more aggressive than normal TCP. In cases where only a few flows share a huge pipe, each flow should be increased more aggressively than normal linear adaptation to exploit unused link capacity quickly.
IV. SIMULATION
In this section, we explore the performance of our control architecture using simulator ns-2 [16]. We extended ns-2 to support OUI control model. Figure 5 shows the topology of the simulated network. Node 1 is a TDQM-enabled router. All user nodes comprise modified TCP senders capable of implementing our designed controls. Node 0 is a common sink. Link A, with a bandwidth of 45 Mbps, is the bottleneck of the network. All other links have much higher capacities, such as 1 Gbps. Node 2 is comprises a ping agent for measuring path delays whenever we want.
A. Simulated Nemork
Other common settings of the simulation: maximum values of wb, W, and Tc are all set to 240, packet size to 1000 bytes; delay of link A to 40 ms, queue buffer to 240 packets, and d e lays of other links to 1 ms. Twotypes of traffic generators were used infinite FTP sources and impulse sources. Impulse sources can be constructed by configuring an Exponential O d O f f traffic generator of ns-2 with a very short On period but a relatively long Off period. We set up 30 usepnodes in the simulation. In all runs, we set tij to half of the queue buffer drainage time and 6 = 0.0256 (corresponding to a busy period of three packets). Figure 6 shows the average p and average queue length of each simulation. We can clearly see the benefits of having the q-loop control: under the same ploop senings and statistically similar traffic conditions, when q-loop is enabled, the simulations show higher throughput, which is closer to the configured range [0.9,1.0], but shorter queue lengths than when q-loop is disabled. . The p-loop is essential to the stability of the network.
We have conducted extensive simulation studies on the dyWithout this loop, periodic buffer overRow will occur. It namic performance and robust properties of our control archican also effectively regulate the traffic so that resource tecture with various TDQM senings and different combinations consumption will not exceed a configured utilization facof traffic sources. Due to space limitations, we only present one tor. The q-loop can fine tune the dynamic behavior of the simulation case here to illustrate the obvious benefits of having queue, such as maintaining a smoother queue variation, two decoupled control loops. We also summarize the observagenerating smaller delay jitter. tions from our other simulations following this case study.
. Both loops can reach stable states within 12 round-hip In this case, half of the user nodes comprise infitimes. Simulated p oscillates around its settings as prenite FTP sources and the other half impulse sources.
dicted by the fluid model in [14] . q also changes around [min,,,,m?z,..] . Window W, adapts in a way similar to normal TCI' congestinn control window, and token limit T . decreases exponentially from its maximum to a stable range.
. Token accumulation is observed in senders that comprise impulse sources, implying that the transport control can sustain a certain burstiness, which is desirable for medium-sized transaction-style exchanges.
[IS] J. Tumer, "New directions in communications," IEEE Communicotionr [I61 DARPA funded VMT project, "UCWLBNWINT network simu~ator.
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we explored an interesting control architecture that can independently tune traffic intensity and burstiness.
like conventional control models that use only a single metric (such as either ratelutilization factor, or smoothed queue length) 's two to characterize queueing behavior, our control model us,. independent metrics -the utilization factor (p) and a newly introduced burstiness factor (7) to characterize queueing state.
Consequently, two decoupled control loops (PIOOP and VlOOP) can be established one for system robustness contro~ (firstorder control) and the other for burstiness control (second-order Studies have shown that single-metric models have limitations. For example, using rate lead to an urlstable system. Also, since queue length is a combined result of both traffic intensity and burstiness, using smoothed queue length as may not be sufficient to guide source adaptstion, since it may not be clear to the source whether it should decrease sending rate, or just smooth out bumtiness. It was reported that the RED quene suffers from configuration difficulties in practice; this may be related to the limitations of its single-metric model.
We realize that our architecture is not fully compatible with the current Internet control model which utilizes only single-bit feedback. However, we think it is worthwhile to think outside M,,guine, 24, pp, oa, 1986, the current framework so we may cast new insight on ths same issue and help us improve our design even within the ,:urrent framework.
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